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Abstract - The safety issues of cloud computing, is the branch
of computer science, which is linked with the various
applications or services, provided from the cloud platforms.
Now-a-days a number of online applications and service are
budding as the developers and researchers are kept working
upon them. The mobile cloud computing applications may
also be used for the purpose of various applications and how
we can get secure for safety issues. The mobile or some other
electronic gadgets in cloud computing is also being used as
the remote processing unit for the mobile platforms. Any type
of electronic gadgets must be capable of understanding the
process load, data associated, total process cost, etc. and data
must be secure in this device. The projected model has been
premeditated as the main improvement to the progression
partitioning models in the mobile cloud computing (MCC).
The future model has been designed to understand the process
load, data association, process dependency, and process
return, process input and is capable to associate the processes
in the batches. The proposed model has been designed
irrespective of the specific mobile platforms. The proposed
model of process partitioning and process offloading has been
designed for the empowerment of processing on the low
computationally powered devices by sharing their load with
the cloud based platforms. The proposed model is designed to
calculate the CPU time in the form of early finish time (EFT)
and CPU cycles. The execution is calculated on the basis of
latter parameters, whereas the communication cost is
evaluated on the basis of process memory allocation, memory
requirement & data size, which is further used for final
decision making by comparing the communication cost with
the process cost. The dynamic threshold is computed on the
basis of the communication cost, EFT and CPU cycles, which
plays the important role in taking the offloading decision. The
experimental results have been evaluated in the form of time
and cost based performance parameters. The experimental
results have proven the effectiveness of the proposed model in
comparison with the existing models.
Keywords—SaaS,HaaS,PaaS,IaaS
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, the main aim of IT industry is to lower the
computational costs and achieve high productivity. This can
be done by improving the utility of computing resources,
reducing administrative costs and avoiding large amount of
investments to provide a service. The main goal of any
computing model is to make a better use of resources, put
them together in order to achieve high throughput and able to
tackle large computation problems and provide better results.
Cloud computing is the recent technology, which was growing
in popularity, which enables these functions. [16, 20] Cloud

computing is coined recently and gained popularity in 2007,
which can be also called as Internet based Distributed
Computing. The roots of cloud computing can be traced to
early stages of Grid computing and Distributed Computing.
Cloud computing is a combination of utility computing (ondemand computing), Software as a service, and distributed
computing. [14] Utility computing and Software as a service
are two services that are provided by cloud computing,
whereas distributed computing is one of the underlying
technologies for implementing cloud computing. “Cloud
Computing refers to both the applications delivered as a
service over the internet and hardware and system software in
the datacenters that provide these services.”[1]. Mobile cloud
computing intends to make the advantages of cloud computing
for mobile users. It will also provide some additional
functionality to the cloud as well. Mobile cloud computing
helps to overcome the limitations of mobile devices in
individual of the processing power and data storage. Mobile
cloud computing helps to extend battery life by transferring
the execution of reckoning severe application to the cloud.
[23]. Mobile Cloud computing is regarded as the next
generation computing infrastructure. Here the information is
permanently stored in servers on internet and cached
temporarily on clients through mobile devices. [70, 32]
Although the wireless network brings us many benefits, there
are many challenges that will hinder the growth of mobile
computing. [21-22] With the growth of mobile industry, a
substantial amount of mobile applications and facilities are
existing. Now day’s users are capable sharing and distributing
digital media contents easily through internet. Here only
authorized users who have obtained the license should access
the information. [23]. Cloud computing is the recent trend that
moves computing and data way from the desktop, portable
PCs into large datacenters. The term “cloud” refers to the
datacenters. Cloud computing takes the benefits of cyber
infrastructure and is developed on the research of
virtualization, distributed computing, grid computing and
more recently networking, web and software services.
According to R Buyya [2]. The definition of cloud computing
are “A cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system
consisting of a collection of interconnected and virtualized
computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as
one or more unified computing resources based on servicelevel agreements established through negotiation between the
service provider and consumers”. [11]
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, we take a closer look at our target
environment, the Cloud, and the target application, Map
Reduce. We also investigate related works regarding resource
allocation, scheduling, and performance prediction problem.
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Finally, we enumerate hardware and software infrastructure
used in our work.
A. Cloud Computing
The cloud computing environment refers to the hardware and
systems software in the datacenters that provide computing
resources as services [24]. Below is service models of cloud
computing defined by National Institute of Science and
Technology (NIST). Note that they used the term “consumer”
instead of “user”. Software as a Service (SaaS). The capability
provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s applications
running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are
accessible from various client devices through either a thin
client interface, such as a web browser (e.g., web- based
email), or a program interface. The consumer does not manage
or control the under- lying cloud infrastructure including
network, servers, operating systems, storage, or even
individual application capabilities, with the possible exception
of limited user-specific application configuration settings.
Platform as a Service (PaaS). The capability provided to the
consumer is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumercreated or acquired applications created using programming
languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the
provider. The consumer does not manage or control the
underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers,
operating systems, or storage, but has control over the
deployed applications and possibly configuration settings for
the application-hosting environment. Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to
19 provision processing, storage, networks, and other
fundamental computing resources where the consumer is able
to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include
operating systems and applications. The consumer does not
manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has
control over operating systems, storage, and deployed
applications; and possibly limited control of select networking
components (e.g., host firewalls). Throughout this thesis, we
refer to IaaS by “the cloud environments” or “the Cloud”
unless otherwise specified. SaaS and PaaS are also important
service models of cloud computing, but we note that they are
out of our focus in this thesis. The last few years have seen a
dramatic growth in the availability and demand for “cloud”
systems, or IaaS, best exemplified by Amazon’s EC2.
Amazon’s EC2 [4]is one of the most widely used cloud
services. It offers various virtual machine (VM) types with
different capacities. Users rent a number of VM instances to
run their applications and pay by the hour for active instances.
Rackspace [35] and Joyent [56] offer similar services.
Because these services are publicly available, they are often
called “public” clouds. In contrast, “private” cloud refers to
the infrastructure operated solely for a single organization. For
example, Eycalyptus [7] is a software platform for the
implementation of private cloud computing on computer
clusters. It exports a user-facing interface that is compatible
with Amazon’s EC2. Its resource allocation policy is
modularized and extensible, and currently supports two simple
policies; Greedy and Round-robin. The cloud users rent

compute cycles, storage, and bandwidth with small minimum
billing units (an hour or less for compute and per-MB for
storage and bandwidth) and almost- instant provisioning
latency (minutes or seconds). These systems contrast with
traditional colocation centers (colos), where equipment leases
span months and provisioning resources can take days or
longer. [63]
B. Scheduling in a Heterogeneous Environment
In many systems, a heterogeneous environment is preferable
to one that is 23 homogeneous [17, 18]. However, it provides
better performance only for particular systems and workloads
[41]. Even if the workload itself is more suitable to a
heterogeneous environment, the system’s scheduling
algorithm should exploit heterogeneity well to benefit from it.
Otherwise, it will lead to undesirable outcomes. The process
of scheduling parallel tasks determines the order of task
execution and the processor to which each task is assigned.
Typically, an optimal schedule is achieved by minimizing the
completion time of the last task. Finding the optimal schedule
has long been known as an NP-complete problem in both
homogeneous and heterogeneous environments [50].
Therefore, many heuristics have been proposed [64, 29, 27,
63] to find a feasible solution within a reasonable time. Some
heuristics are known to have a bound on the deviation from
the optimum [55]. However, most of those studies have
concentrated on processing power and neglected other
resources such as network bandwidth. In contrast, dataintensive computing systems, such as Hadoop [6] and Dryad
[52], schedule tasks in favor of data-locality while assuming
homogeneity in machines and tasks. If a machine or a task
turns out to be slower than the others, it is treated as faulty and
handled by speculative task re-execution.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The mobile cloud offloading is the process to send the mobile
data to the cloud environments. The mobile cloud offloading
techniques are applicable in many cases like cloud storage to
save the storage space on mobile, offload the process
computations over cloud to save the energy of cloud, etc. In
the existing scheme, the authors have used the mobile data
offloading scheme for process based offloading for mobile
energy efficiency. The mobile devices analyze the process
cost using a simple process cost calculation scheme based
upon the exponential moving average algorithm. The existing
process cost calculation scheme is not efficient enough
because it does not calculate the computational cost according
the real time mobile energy consumption prediction. The
average CPU workload computation does not reflect the real
energy consumption cost on the mobile devices. The proposed
method will use an effective cost calculation mechanism for
the mobile devices based upon the earliest finish time (EFT)
which will not be based upon the pre-stored mobile resource
information, which will make it acceptable for the variety of
mobile devices.
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IV. PROPOSED MODEL
In the existing mobile data offloading model to offload the
process data from mobile to cloud platforms utilizes the CPU
time estimation method to make the offloading decision. The
offloading decision is taken on the basis of a threshold value.
The existing scheme does not evaluate the communication
cost for process data, which may put the communication
overhead more than the local processing cost, which reduces
the effort for energy efficiency. Also, the existing process cost
calculation scheme is not efficient enough because it does not
calculate the whole process tree’s computational cost
according the real time mobile energy consumption
prediction. The average CPU workload computation does not
reflect the real energy consumption cost on the mobile
devices. Also the existing scheme does not propose any
solution to resolve the cost calculation conflicts, which can be
produced by the different cost calculation and ranking resulted
by the HEFT and Cheapest cost methods for the task batch.
Rapid increment in the 67 multitasking possess a necessity of
scheduling different processes in cloud computing. For
scheduling process different scheduling algorithms are already
proposed like DAG, HEFT, D- HEFT, EFT etc. HEFT can be
also used in combination with DAG to attain lower
complexity of scheduling of processes. This combination
results in a process tree. Using this process tree, cost of each
process can be found. Each process can be scheduled
according to the found cost or the priority of the process. This
efficient process Scheduling results in quicker response time,
which in turns increase availability of resources to the
customer. This paper describes work towards decreasing the
complexity
of
existing budget-constrained state-of-theart algorithms while maintaining the same budget level. The
proposed method will use an effective cost calculation
mechanism for the mobile devices based upon the earliest
finish time (EFT) with DAG for process offloading proxy and
remote execution management which will not be based upon
the pre-stored mobile resource information, which will make
it acceptable forth variety of mobile devices.
V. OBJECTIVES
1. To develop the process generation model will become the
first step towards the implementation of the proposed model.
2. To develop the process cost evaluation method will be
implemented afterwards to evaluate the local process
execution cost.
3. To develop the partitioning method the processes on the
basis of cost calculated in the previous method in order to take
the execution decision.
4. To finalize and obtain the results from the simulation.
5. To analyze and conclude the results obtained from the
simulation.
VI. FUTURE WORK
This research can be extensively analyzed to describe its
significance towards decreasing the complexity of
existing budget-constrained state-of-the-art algorithms while
maintaining the same budget level. The proposed method can
be improved by using an effective cost calculation mechanism

for the mobile devices based upon the earliest finish time
(EFT) which will not be based upon the pre-stored mobile
resource information, which can make it highly acceptable for
the variety of mobile devices.









VII. FACILITIES REQUIRED FOR THE PROPOSED
WORK
A. Minimum Hardware Requirements
A simple PC (With Wireless NIC embedded)
100 GB storage
2 GB RAM
Multi Core Processor
B. Software Requirements
OS: Windows 7/8
Simulator Option 1: MATLAB12a or above
Simulator Option 2: Cloud sim 3.0 or above

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A. MATLAB
MATLAB, short for Matrix-Laboratory, is a scientific
computing environment developed by Math Works. It is
mostly used to manipulate matrices, plot functions, implement
algorithms, create user interfaces etc. So, it is ideal for
computations that require extensive use of arrays and
graphical analysis of data.
The design of MATLAB programming language is such that a
powerful program can be written in a few lines of code. It can
achieve a solution to complex problems in a relatively simple
set of statements, as compared to the conventional generalpurpose programming languages such as C++ or Java. Due to
its vast area of application, it is widely accepted in science,
economics and engineering research as well as industries.
MATLAB help window can be accessed from ‘help’ in the
menu bar. Help documentation can also be opened by simply
pressing the F1 key. This opens up a window with all the
content oriented around a wider topic. Selecting each topic
further elaborates its sub-topics using examples and help for
the correct syntax of related functions.
B. Version Used and System Specifications
Table 8.2 MATLAB Specifications
VERSION

R2014a

PROCESSOR

INTEL CORE 2 DUO

RAM

2 GB

DISK SPACE

4-5 GB

PLATFORM

WINDOWS 7 (64-bit)
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IX.
COMPONENTS
MATLAB has following components through which users
interact with it:
Command Window: Command window is the place where
the user can input commands to get a desired output. Nongraphical output is also displayed in this window. The ‘>>’
operator signifies that the user can input commands, whereas
if it is not visible, then the simulator is busy. Previously typed
commands can be accessed using the UP arrow key. This
helps the user in typing similar commands repetitively, thus
saving time.
Command History: It displays the commands that have been
executed in the present and previous sessions.
Workspace: Workspace displays all the variables that the
user has defined, along with each variable’s additional
information such as calculated, minimum, maximum values
and dimensions. Double-clicking on a variable name opens a
new window which is its variable or matrix editor. This shows
all the values associated with that variable. The extension for a
workspace file is .mat.
X.
PROPOSED MODEL
In the existing mobile data offloading model to offload the
process data from mobile to cloud platforms utilizes the CPU
time estimation method to make the offloading decision. The
offloading decision is taken on the basis of a threshold value.
The existing scheme does not evaluate the communication
cost for process data, which may put the communication
overhead more than the local processing cost, which reduces
the effort for energy efficiency. Also, the existing process cost
calculation scheme is not efficient enough because it does not
calculate the whole process tree’s computational cost
according the real time mobile energy consumption
prediction. The average CPU workload computation does not
reflect the real energy consumption cost on the mobile
devices. Also the existing scheme does not propose any
solution to resolve the cost calculation conflicts, which can be
produced by the different cost calculation and ranking resulted
by the HEFT and Cheapest cost methods for the task batch.
Rapid increment in the multitasking possess a necessity of
scheduling different processes in cloud computing. For
scheduling process different scheduling algorithms are already
proposed like DAG, HEFT, D-HEFT, EFT etc. HEFT can be
also used in combination with DAG to attain lower
complexity of scheduling of processes. This combination
results in a process tree. Using this process tree, cost of each
process can be found. Each process can be scheduled
according to the found cost or the priority of the process. This
efficient process Scheduling results in quicker response time,
which in turns increase availability of resources to the
customer. This paper describes work towards decreasing the
complexity of existing budget-constrained state-of-the-art
algorithms while maintaining the same budget level. The
proposed method will use an effective cost calculation
mechanism for the mobile devices based upon the earliest
finish time (EFT) with DAG for process offloading proxy and
remote execution management which will not be based upon
the pre-stored mobile resource information, which will make

it acceptable for the variety of mobile devices.
XI.
RESULT ANALYSIS
The results of the proposed model have been obtained in the
form of various performance parameters. The performance
evaluation has been performed on the basis of accuracy of the
system to offloading the processes. The following table
indicates the performance of the proposed model in terms of
early finish time.
Table 11.1 The process list obtained from the application

Index

Process
Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

@bfun1
@bfun2
@bfun3
@bfun4
@bfun5
‘App1’
‘App2’
‘App1’
‘App1’
‘App2’
‘App2’
‘App2’

Fig: The Process Computation for all process CPU instruction
set side.

XII. CONCLUSION
The proposed model has been designed for the purpose of
process offloading in the mobile cloud computing
environment. The proposed model has been evaluated with the
processes and process trees. The proposed model has been
evaluated on the basis of results obtained in the form of time
cost, CPU cost and Communication cost. The proposed model
results have been found better than the existing models in
handing the process trees and individual processes. The
proposed model is highly acceptable in the real-time mobile
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cloud environments.
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